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Purpose
The purpose of the Building and grounds inspection was to quantify the level of vegetation and fuel loads located on
the grounds prior to the summer fire season . Yarloop Primary School has been placed on the Bushfire Register for
schools.
This assessment considers the location of trees and shrubs in proximity to buildings and the level of fuel build up
within the school grounds. Build up of dead matter in trees and shrubs and the distance between tree crowns and
any other potential fuel source which may impact on buildings in the event of a bush fire.

Building Protection Zone
In general the aim of the building protection zone is to ensure that there will be no direct flame contact with the
building in the event of a bushfire. Utilising fuel management options will make it possible to reduce the potential
for radiant heat to impact on the buildings.

Inspection of Buildings
The School buildings inspection showed that gutters are full of leaves and debris and are required to be cleaned to
eliminate a fuel source. There are no gutter guards in place to stop this build up. Covered walkaways are also a
source of trash collection and these also need to be cleaned down.
Evaporative air conditioner on both the main school building and the Library building allow for soft access to burning
embers .
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Kindergarten / Pre-primary class is fitted with an old evaporative air condition which is no longer in use. A reverse
cycle air conditioner has been fitted alongside this unit and if no longer in use this evaporative unit should be
removed as while serving no purpose it does present as a fire hazard from windblown embers. This building is fenced
and the enclosure has no obvious fire threats to the building. Tall red gums on the eastern side of the building
( outside fenced area ) do however contribute to the hazard as these are within twenty metres and leaf drop is an
obvious problem for gutters and grounds.

Fig:3
Sheds located to the east and west of the Kindergarten also require attention to leaf litter. The shed to the eastern
side is actually built under trees and therefore has a significant build up of leaf matter both on top and around its
structure.

Fig:4
Gardeners Shed is located to the southern side of the main school . This building is located under trees and alongside
is a shade house covered with nylon shade cloth . While the shade cloth is flammable it would not pose any serious
threat to the building alongside.
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Grounds
The grounds of the school present very well and it is obvious that a lot of time is spent in maintaining the areas
surrounding the buildings and the oval. The perimeter of the grounds however are very overgrown and fuel loads are
above 7t/ha. Adjoining the Staff car park native bamboo and long grass littered with dead branches and fallen trees.

Fig: 6
The above photo depicts the south west corner of school grounds and is heavily over grown. No firebreak exists. The
School Staff car park adjoins this area and as seen in the photo heavy fuel is within 10 metres of the cars using this
area. This strip of heavy fuel runs due south to the School.
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Carpark looking into heavy fuel.

Looking West from arboretum.

Southern boundary of school grounds

Fig:9
The southern boundary has no firebreak and in this section near the gardeners shed an estimated 15 to 20 t waste
rubbish ( branches , leaves and mulch ) forms a barrier between the access road and the property boundary. Fuel in
this concentration would not only burn fiercely but with trees close has the potential to force the flame into tree
canopies which adjoin the community library and Gardeners shed.
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Fig:11 Gardeners Shed

Fig:12 Greenhouse alongside Gardeners shed

Fig:13 Southern Boundary looking to the east.
The southern boundary has fuel which is up to 7t/ha in places along the full distance of the boundary . Fuel varies
from waste which has been stockpiled to fallen trees and perrennial grasses and weeds . No firebreak exists along
this section as with the rest of the school boundary. The eastern boundary has a walk trail which is in a good position
to be a firebreak but it is neither wide enough nor does the clearance limits satisfy the local government
requirements.
The northern side of the school property is is the same situation as the rest of the boundary . Heavy build up of fuel
,overgrown with wattle and tea tree and no firebreak . Fuel loading is 6 – 7t/ha as per the rest of the property. The
following pictures give indication as to the distribution of fuel.
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Fig:16 Looking east toward pump shed and water tank.

Recommendations.
1.A firebreak around as much of the property as possible with a minimum width of three (3) metres and a height
clearance of four (4) metres. This would allow access for emergency vehicle in the event of a fire.
2.Removal of heavy fuel build up from car park and gardeners shed area.
3.Trees with low hanging branches to be pruned up to minimum 3m in height to eliminate ground fire travelling into
trees should a fire occur.
4.The school grounds are not reticulated as such and therefore watering is carried out via a moveable pipe line which
is required to be moved by manual labour when needed. A reticulation system could be switched on , watering the
area’s likely to be impacted in a fire and lessening the chance of damage from fire.
5.Evaporative air conditioners upgraded to keep pads damp during a fire or suitable screens to minimise ember
attack from fire.
6.Gutter guards which extend a minimum of 250mm up the roof line from outer edges of gutters to stop build up of
trash in gutters.

This report is to highlight the need for maintenance requirements throughout the grounds to minimise the effect of
a wildfire. Preparing the grounds prior to the summer season is mandatory for home and business alike and no
compliance has been met with regards to Local Government of State Governemnt requirements for many years .
While bthis may have been an oversight it places the school in a dangerous position which means that in a wildfire
the school may not be able to be adequately defended.
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